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Aims and objectives for today’s session

● Explain LO2 of the finance module
● Provide some teaching and learning resource 

ideas
● Answer any questions on LO2
● Set homework/assessment task



Course handbook



LO2 - Cash flow forecasting - key questions
What is cash flow in business?

What is a cash flow forecast?

What are typical reason for cash flow problems in business?

What are typical solutions to cash flow problems?

What are the benefits of creating a cash flow forecast?

What are the limitations of cash flow forecasting?



Start the lesson with a quote or interesting fact, 
discuss with your students

For example:

‘Cash flow is king. Profit is sanity. Turnover 
is vanity.’
Theo Paphitis, a British Greek-Cypriot retail tycoon and 
entrepreneur, best known for his appearances on the BBC 
business programme Dragons' Den and as former chairman of 
Millwall Football Club. Paphitis has made the majority of his 
fortune in the retail sector.



Follow with some useful definitions
● Cash flow
● Cash flow forecast
● Cash inflows
● Cash outflows
● Opening balance
● Closing balance
● Net cash flow (also known as ‘cash surplus’)





Possible student task

Answer to task:

Cash inflows     £25,000 

Cash outflows    £15,000 and £2,000

The opening balance of £5000 is neither an in- nor an outflow.







Possible student task



Answer to task
Cash inflows

Five chairs sold at £40 each          4 x £40 = £200

Plus table sold for £95                  £200 + £95 = £295    

this is the total cash inflow up to September, customers only 
pays half in August (£147,50), the other half in September.

Six chairs sold in September at £35 each      6 x £35 = £210    
but money not received until October.

Cash outflows

£100 in August

£140 in September















Possible student task



Student practice tasks on writing a cash flow forecast
It is important to provide students with plenty of opportunities to practice the cash 
flow forecast.

Make up businesses and provide them with numbers.

They can even draw up their own personal cash flow forecast for the coming week 
or month.

Start simple and get more complicated once students understand the simple 
layout.

They need to understand the difference between cash, profit and turnover 
(revenue)

You can introduce the student to Google sheets or Excel spreadsheets at this 
point.



- Introduce the 
basic 
definitions



- Provide students 
with a simple cash 
flow example so 
they can get their 
heads around the 
concept



- Make sure students calculate 
an example by hand.

- Also an excellent opportunity 
to introduce spreadsheets if IT 
is available.

- Make students aware that the 
forecast is usually for 12 
months.











Students to create a leaflet on CF advice

https://www.gov.uk/understand-business-cash-flow

http://cashsolv.co.uk/cashflow-problems#.V4Tk4_krJdg

https://www.freshbooks.com/blog/6-ways-to-avoid-cash-flow-problems-in-your-bus
iness/

The above websites will enable students to get information on 
the usefulness of cash flow forecasting and some of the issues 
around it.

See task on next slide.

https://www.gov.uk/understand-business-cash-flow
http://cashsolv.co.uk/cashflow-problems#.V4Tk4_krJdg
https://www.freshbooks.com/blog/6-ways-to-avoid-cash-flow-problems-in-your-business/
https://www.freshbooks.com/blog/6-ways-to-avoid-cash-flow-problems-in-your-business/


Possible student task- will help with further 
understanding

-



Useful videos on this topic

Cash-flow forecasting – what is it?

Can be used as an introduction or just for self-study/revision
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kw3Ti4Z24yU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcvaJ9dv_I8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jh7BJtV72z8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5hiiQCsUc8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GhJ7Nb36-M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWa2kurhqZ0

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kw3Ti4Z24yU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcvaJ9dv_I8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jh7BJtV72z8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5hiiQCsUc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GhJ7Nb36-M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWa2kurhqZ0


Kahoot on this topic

Kahoot on LO2

https://create.kahoot.it/details/91e8d084-fef5-4d12-9f70-171e185fd697


Exam questions

- There will be some MCQs, including calculations
- There will be a cashflow forecast for the students to draw 

up - calculator needed.
- There will be a couple of higher level questions on 

reasons for cash flow problems and solutions.
- There could be a question on benefits and limitations of 

cash flow forecasting.



Example exam questions







Summary/conclusion
- Students need to 
- know the terminology linked to cash flow forecasting.
- understand the layout of a cash flow forecast.
- be able to complete a 12-months cash flow forecast using numbers provided 

to them.
- be able to describe and evaluate typical cash flow problems (what are they? 

How serious can they be? What would be the consequences for the business 
if not addressed)

- be able to suggest and evaluate solutions to cash flow problems.
- Evaluate benefits and limitations of cash flow forecasting.



Assignment for next session on LO2
- I will answer all the questions you may have on this topic after you have 

studied it a bit more.
- Prepare a 1 hour lesson on cash flow forecasting.
- I would like for half of you to focus on an introductory lesson to the topic 

(covering layout, simple tasks etc.), 
- the other half of you should plan a lesson where you teach students further 

cash flow forecasting issues like typical cash flow problems, typical solutions 
to cash flow problems.

- Make the lessons as interactive as possible



THANK YOU

ANY QUESTIONS?


